Genetic parameters, predictions, and rankings for semen production traits in a Thailand multi-breed dairy population using genomic-polygenic and polygenic models.
The objectives were to compare estimates of variance components, genetic parameters, prediction accuracies, and rankings of bulls for semen volume (VOL), number of sperm (NS), and motility (MOT) using genomic-polygenic (GPRM) and polygenic repeatability models (PRM). The dataset comprised 13,535 VOL, 12,773 NS, and 12,660 MOT from 131 bulls collected from 2001 to 2017 in the Semen Production and Dairy Genetic Evaluation Center of the Dairy Farming Promotion Organization of Thailand. Genotypic data encompassed 76,519 actual and imputed SNP from 72 animals. The three-trait GPRM and PRM included the fixed effects of contemporary group, ejaculate order, age of bull, ambient temperature, and heterosis. Random effects were animal additive genetic, permanent environmental, and residual. Variance components and genetic parameters were estimated using AIREMLF90. GPRM heritabilities were slightly greater than PRM for MOT (0.27 compared with 0.24), and slightly less for VOL (0.11 compared with 0.12), and NS (0.17 compared with 0.19). Repeatabilities were slightly less for GPRM than PRM (0.44 compared with 0.45 for MOT, 0.26 compared with 0.28 for NS, and 0.20 compared with 0.21 for VOL). Additive genetic correlations were high between NS and MOT (GPRM: 0.76, PRM: 0.78), moderate between VOL and NS (GPRM: 0.43, PRM: 0.55), and near zero between VOL and MOT (GPRM: -0.13, PRM: 0.04). Rank correlations between GPRM and PRM estimated breeding values (EBV) were high for all traits. The similarity between GPRM and PRM results suggested that SNP data from the small number of genotyped animals had a minimal impact on genetic predictions in this population.